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nocouCTION/BACKGROUM

On January 18, 1911, the Union Springs Herald announced to a no

doubt waiting readership that "MrG Carnegie (is) Heard From." Thus the

seat of Bullock County became the tenth community of an even dozen in

Alabama to receive and utilize a grant from the Johnny Appleseed of

putaic libraries. On the promise that Union Springs would provide at

least ten percent of the grant amount per year toward operating expenses,

the town was awarded $7000 (the smallest of the Alabama grants) for

construction of the building to house a public library.

A library was not a new institution in Union Springs. In Septemter

1894 the "Ladies Lyceum" was organized to establish a public library in

the town. In February 1896 the subscription library opened to the public;

the membership fee was 4.wo dollars per year. The collection contained

332 books classified, arranged and cataloged by Mollie Norman. Miss Norman

was to be a seminal force behind the Union Springs library movement. She

held various offices in the Ladies Lyceum over the years, including several

terms as President. In 1905 she reorganized the collection according to

the Dewey system.

The next major step in the transition to a Carnegie library occured

in 1908. At that time tbe 'Inion Springs Library Association was chartered

and the Ladies Lyceum handed over duties connected with the subscription

library to that group. In April of the following year the new group

petitioned the city council for an annual appropriation to support the

library's operating expenses. The council agreed to authorize a $1000 per
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year for those costs if a $10,000 building could be constructed to
*MO

house a public library.

In 1910 the Library Association made initial contact with the

Carnegie library program. In November 1910, before word came from Carne-

gie, the Association elected its first paid librarian---Mollie Normayl.

Miss Norman was lucky enough to have three young ladies as Unpaii "ap-

prentices."

By the time of the grant announcement, the subscription library

housed more than 1200 volumes and was open five days a week for two

hours each day. The collectim was apparently put to use; the Union

Springs Herald of the period regularly listed both missing and newly

added books. In her first annual report Miss Norman reported that during

1911 more than 1400 circulations were made and 199 borrowers cards

issued. June was the heaviest month; two hundred and seven items were

circulated.

After Carnegie had committed a grant, the pace of events began to

quicken. The Library Association began to raise the $3000 difference

between the grant amount and the city council's requirement; by the end

of August 1911 over $2500 had been raised, with almost 200 individual,

business, club and lodge contributions ranging from 250 to $500. On

November 8 the cornerstone for the building was laid in what the Herald

described as an "impressive ceremony." The library's plans were equally

impressive. The basement was to contain an auditorium, a stage, dressing

room, a furnace and storage room. The library proper would house read-

ing and reference rooms, a children's department, the librarian's office,



work and stack rooms and a restroos. The Library Association an-

nounced its desire to mike the building particularly attractiv to

children, with plans for a story hour. The Association also made the

following invitation: "We wish to encourage tha working people and those

who cannot afford libraries of their own to come to us for entertainment

and knowledge."

The building was finished and opened to the public almost ex-

actly a year after the cornerstone was laid. On Novembe 25, 1912, tha

formal dedication ceremony was held; and Union Springs' public library,

"which will be absolutely free to all White people of Bullock County"

was open at last. Mollie Norman, who had worked so tirelessly and who

supervised the move to the new building, must have been pleased.

Andrew Carnegie's amazing library philanthropy was conducted in

two phases. The first covered the period 1886 to 1896; during this

"rettdl" phase Carnegie gave fourteen buildings to six cities in grants

totalling more than 1.8 Wlion dollars. The second, "wholesale" period

lasted from 1898 to 1919; more than 1400 communities received over

thirty-line million dollars for the construction of library buildings.

The grant to Union Springs thus arrived in about the Middle of

the "wholesale" period of philanthropy. The state of Alabama, with its

twelve Carnegie libraries, ranked thirty-first among the forty-six

states that received Carnegie grants. Three Alabama communities--

Birmingham, Mobile and Greenville---were offered sizeable grants

($100,000; $50,000; and $10,000 respectively) but refused the money.
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The reason for these refusals are unclear, but may have teen con-

nected with Carnegie's requirement that a community earmark ten percent

of the grant amount for the library's annual operatingexpenses.

The building plan for the Carnegie library at Union Springs seems

to have followed the general outline of those in James Bertram's Notes

on Library Buildings, which was sent to Carnegie grant recipients

beginning in 1511. In that year, due to past problems, the Carnegie

Corporation began to exert more control over the consturction of

library buildings. Union Simings was apparently tffected by this policy

change



RESEARCH PROBLEM

In an article published in 1945, Jesse H. Shera quotes William

I. Fletcher, then librarian at Amherst, on the origin of the public

library movements

...it is easy to perceive that in the establishment of these
subscription libraries, the public-library movement really
began. From the first these institutions were for the benefit,
not of the few, but of the many. In most cases the fees were
so small that they were supposed not to deter any from joining
the association.

Fletcher's observation on the emerl as a whole can be applied verba-

tim to the specific ,tase of Union Springs.

Mary Ander% in her hl ory of public library service in the south-

east, notes that the decade of 1890-1899 was the peilod a public library

movement began in the region. Anders also points out that women's clubs

were very important to that movement's growth. Here again a general ob-

servation can be applied to Union Springs.

In the article noted abtve, Shera poses a number of questions

pertinent to any study of a single library's formation:

One must ask simply and directly: What were the influences
that brought the library into being? How deeply was the li-
brary rooted in a conscious need? Did it result from the
spontaneous enthusiasm of the populace, or did it come
from the untiring efforts of a few? Who were the people who
really promoted the demand for free library service, and
what were their motives in so doing? To what extent did the
idea of the public library become incorporated in the mores
so that it grew to be a hallmark of municipal progress and
civic distinction? What was the real part played by philan-
thropy? Was it the deus ex machine that saved the library
during its formative period, or was it no more than an
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ornamental superstructure imposed upon an institution
the permanence of which wau already assured? To what de-
gree did the library signalise the spread of socialism
In its assumption by the body politic of a function in the
execution of which private enterprise had been largely a
failure? Was the library a cause or an effect of social
changm? How was it related to the spread of popular edu-
cation? Finally, of all the social and geographic pheno-
mena by which the library was surrounded, which were
related to it and which were not...

The work of these authors, and others, as well as the general

background noted in the introduction, leads to the formulation of

an hypothesis concerning Union Springs' Carnegie library. In 1910

over seventy-six percent of the land area of LOlook County was in

agricultural use. Almost ninety percent of those farms were less than

one hundred acres in size; more than half were between twenty and

forty-nine acres. The average value of all property per farm in the

county was $1141. The population In 1910 was 30,196; the number of

people in Union Springs itself came to 4055. Union Springs was the

second-smallest community in Alabama to receive a Carnegie grant;

only Decatur had fewer people at the time of the grant. Due to this

very modest wealth, small population and overwhelmingly agricultural

basis of Bullock County society in 1910 and earlier, development of

the Carnegie library in Union Springs was probably the result of a

few dedicpted community members working over a period of a decade an d

a half.

A few histories lf individual Carnegie libraries, both in the

south and elsewhere, have already been written. Unfortunately, these

studies seem to focus primarily on the entire history of each library

rather than the relationship between its formation and social milieu.



FUrthermore, no study has examined the formation of in individual

library in Alabama, Carnegie or otherwise. This study proposes to

examine the Carnegie library at Union Springs and its formation in

the context of the rural society out of Which it grew.

That such a small town was able to originate and support a

Carnegie library is interesting enough in itself. Detailed historical

research into the dynamics behind this particular library, located

in a setting devoid of some variables.present in larger communities,

may help historians isolate those factors behind the appearance of all

public libraries whatever their location. Understanding What contri-

butes to the creation of libraries may also help the library profession

to better articulate methods to help floundering public libraries and

to improve public libraries generally. Fianlly, this research into

a single library's beginnings will in a small way further advance Jesse

Shera's goal of "...progress...toward a better understanding of the

library in its true rela...ion to the entirety of human lrfe."

In ord r to test the hypothesis concerning the Union Springs

Carnegie library, a numbe2 of independent varables will have to be

examined in varying detail. These variables are enumerated and brief-

ly discussed below.

1. Philanthropy

The confluence of Carnegie's philanthropy with the
local philanthropic impulse and civic pride

2. Local leadership

From elected offici-ls, Library Association
members and other c Amunity learlers
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3. TAscription library

The presenoe of supporters of the local.sub-
scription library and their backgroundc (in-
come, occupation, etc.)

4. Derma of local wealth

The presence of enough wealth in the county to
support Carnegie's matching funds requiram4nt

5. Union Springs Herald

The backing of the local weekly newspaper.
Involved at.least moral support and publicity,
including frequent reporting---often on the
front page---of the Library Association's activities
and efforts to secure a Carnegie grant and raise
the building

6. Populism

This political philosophy---which emphasized the
needs of the common man over those of industrial
capitalism---had gained enomous popularity in
Alabama in the 18908. Although populism collapsed
as a political threat in the south in 1896, the
sentiments articulated by the movement remained.

7. General cultural facLors

Concurrent public library movement throughout the
southeast. Growth of public educatiml tn Alabaaa.
Relative ladk of racial and political turmoil in
Bullock County and Alabama.

By examining these varables a clear picture of the formation of

the Carnegie library at Union Springs should emergea

1 1



LITERATURS REVIEW

In view of the numerous libraries constructed in this country

with Carnegie grant, very few studies of individual libraries have

been completea. Au notod before, no studies have focused on indivi-

dual Carnegie libraries in Alabama.

The principal sources searched for previously-published ma-

terAal relevant to this proposal were Michael Harris and Donald

Davis, American Library History: A Bibliography (1978) and the

Library:Literature index. The pertinent sources found are listed in

the appendix to this proposal.

This review of the literature reveals a paucity of studies on

individual Carnegie libraries in both Alabama and the rest of the

nation. The cmapletion of this proposed ne-,carch will hopefully pro-

vide a model which future studies on the formation of other Carnegie

libraries can follow.

-9--
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METHODOLOGY

Ths procedures of this study will involve research in various

types of material and places with a goal of finding information con-

cerning the independent varables noted above. Travel will be required

for "fishing expeditions" into any pertinent materials in the Alabama

State Archives, Bullock County probate records and the Union Springs

library; and for any interviews with individuals that are deemed

necessary. Important materials to be examined in the University of

Alabama Main Library include issues of the Union Springs Herald

(1894-1912) and U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1900 Population Schedules,

Bullock County, Alabama (microfilm). The thterlibrary loan services

at the UnivPrsity of Alabama Library can also be utilized to obtain

the Carnegie Library Correspondence Microfilm Collection, certain items

identified in the literature review and materials or social, economic

and political conditions in Alabama, 1890-1910, not available in the

University of Alabama Library System.

Detailed examination of these sources will provide material cr.

the history of Union Springs and its Library Association; the cultural,

social, political and economic conditions of Bullock County in the two

decades under consideration; the status of public education in that

county and the entire state during the same time frame; and the income,

occupation, etc., of supporters of both the library fund and the Library

Association in Union Spe.ngs. This information will provide a profile

of the community out of which a Carnegie library grew.

1 3-10-



DATA ANALYSIS

In order to analyze and evaluate the data gathered, the in-

dependant variables will be reformulated into a question format during

thda stage. This process should help clarify the interaction, or lack

of it, among the Independent variables; and the relative importance

of each varable should emerge. At the end of this proceiure, the hy-

nothesis can be either confirmed or rejected. Whatever the fate of

that hypothesis, a clear picture of the formation of the Carnegie

library at Union Springs will be formed.

The questions generated at this stage will include the following:

1. How did the idea of a Carnegie grant originate in
Union Springs? Who were its backers? Issues of the
Herald for the 19084911 period and correspondence
with the Carnegie corporation should help answer
this one.

2. Who were the community members involved in the Library
Association and What overlap existed between this group
and contributors to the library fund? Names of these
two groups were published in the Herald; their incomes,
occupations, ages, sex, etc., may be found in census
and probate records.

3. What were the relationships between individual member!
of the two groups named above and the various institu-
tions of Union Springs---the city and county governments,
the schools, churches, lodges, clubs, businesses, Herald,
etc.?

4, What was the status of public ee-Jcation in Bullock Coun-
ty during tne period 1890-1910? What support did public
educatio: receive from the populace? How many students
l'ere enr3lledl

5. To what extent did populist philosophy influence events/
thinking in Bullock County during those same two decades?

14
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Depending on the amount of aata generated in the research

phase, quantitative analysis might be appropriate on roach items as

the proportion of the county's wealth cont:ibuted to the Carnegie

library building fund, the profile of an "average" in.ividual con-

tributor and so forth. Unfortunately, a detailed outline of useful

statistical procedures cannot be made until the necessary data is

known to exist. Based on the material examined for this proposal,

the poasibility of using some analysis of statistics is likely.

Whether or not quantitative analysis is possible in this study,

"data 7eduction" nonetheless be performed. The amount of material

generated from research will require much synthesis in order to place

it effectively within the confines of the independent variables.



LIMITATIONS

Limits of this study will fall into a pair of broad categories,

internal add external. Naturally, the informati.on found via research,

or the lack of information, may limit conclusions that can be mace

regarding some of the independent variables and the hypothesis. The

material utilized will also have to be evaluated to adjust for possible

omissions, contradictions and so forth.

Due to various social, cultural and economic differences be-

tween the south ard the other regions of the country in the time frame

under consideration, the factors resulting in the presence of a Car-

negie library in a small community in Alabama may not be completely

applicable or present elsewhere. Differences among states in 'Ole south

may also limit applicability of the results of this study to other

areas of the region.

These limitations are the standard ones within which all his-

torians must work. With persistent research, an unwillingness to jump

to conclusions and careful evaluation of data gathered, the limits

can be overcome to a great extent.
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COLLECTION POLICY GOVERNING MACHINE READABLE DATA FILES

I. POLICY OBJECTIVES

July 20, 1987

A. Introductioq

This policy has been created by the Task Force on Machine Readable Data
Files (MRDFs) in response to the request oflthe Collection Management and

Development Committee. It is aimed at providing guidance to Berkeley's
selectors in acquiring MR0Fs for the Berkeley collections, whether by
purchase, gift, lease, network, or other cooperative arrangements. Becau3e

technology and information access is changing so rapidly, it is expected
that these guidelines will be under continuing.review by appropriate groups

in the Library. They are meant to provide a reasonable collection
development framework for the next five years, and to identify problems in
related areas which need to be addressed.

B. Definition

A4CR2 defines a machire readable data file as "a body of information coded
by methods that require the use of a machine (typically a computer) for

processing." Present formats include magnetic tape, floppy and hard disks,
compact discs and video disks. Such files may be categorized by the

following types:

1) bibliographic files these files contain informatton which leads
the user to material, usually textual, rather than being an end in

themselves. They are similar in use to library catalogs or to
printed abstracting and indexing services.

2) textual/numeric/graphic files -- oterwise khown as non-
bibliographic files, these are analogous to conventional library
materials in that they are an end in themselves; that is, they
contain full texts or numeric or graphic data. Such files may

require programning or software and sophisticated knowledge in
order to obtain and manipulate the information contained in them.

3) instructional software -- these files are programs which instruct
or guide the user through a series of concepts, processes, or

models. 3uch programs may be ilteractive, requiring the user to

input data as part of the learning process. In most instances,
however, the input data is not retained in a storage mechanism
after the termination of the session. Such programs include, for

example, programmed learning texts; modeling and simulation
programs; and writing and composition aids.
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4) Applications
.toftware -- these files are-programs which are

intended to manipulate and/or
organize the textual or numeric

input of the user.
Examples of such programs are word processing

and spreadsheet programs; database managers; and statistical

analysis programs.

C. Selection Responsibility and Constraints

MRDFs are selected for acquisition or subscription by the language and

subject specialists
currently responsible for all other formats being added

to Berkeley's collections. Acquiring suchfiles is a legitimate extension

of traditional collecting goals.
Realistically, :iowever,

MRDFs present

special problems of cost, bibliographic control, accesibility, acquisition,

storage and preservation. These consideratiOns
will require more intensive

investigation by appropriate Library groups, Policies governing gift

materials apply as well to MROFs; therefore, the Library reserves the right

to limit its permanent collections to those items selected for the scholarly

needs of the campus community.

D. Scope

The criteria set forth below wil: govern the four above-mentioned types of

data file: bibliographic, textual/numeric/graphic,
instructional software,

and applications software. The policy covers use of funds for acquiring

data files regardless of funding source.

E. General Collection-Re,ated Criteria

Machine readable data files considered for acquisition by selectors'should:

a .oid duplication of other campus resources;

follm, current collecting parameters
already in place as represented by

the Cellection Development Policy Statement, individual department

statements and other related documents;

represent materials useful and important to a significant seoment of

the Library's user community, end reflect current academic needs;

be available in formats currently accessible by appropriate hardware

already in the Library or on the campus;

be an enhancement and enrichment of current collections, or should

provide improved access to information if already
available in some

other format;

2
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be substituted for printed information with extreme caution because of

the current volatility of the information industry, the limited number

of simultaneous users which xan presently be accommodated, and the

requirements for staff assistance;

not be acquired when the sole purpose for such acquisition is to

provide a depository or custodial function -- collection needs must be

the paramount consideration;

be evaluated in light of other potential acquisitions,

against other Uses of book monies;

reflect the excellence, comprehensiveness, and authoritativeness

exps ted of materials in other formats;

and weighed

have available adequate documentation;

take into account the amount of staff time required to provide adequate

use of the database;

be broadly accessible under the strictures of current copyright and

licensing laws.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Bibliooraohic and Non-Bibliooraohic Machine Readable Data Files

Bibliographic and non-bibliographic data files are essential to the

Library's mission in the electronic information age. The Library has bEen

providing access to information in machine readable formats for over a

decade through commercial database vendors. The next stage of MRDF access

is to acquire actual data files in various electronic formats, e.g.,

compute tapes or optical disks. These MROFs may be produced by a variety

of organizations, including the University of California; state and federal

government acencies, associations, and commercial publishers. The Library

is potentially interested in all types of machine readable data files as

long as they meet the selection criteria set forth io the MRDF policy

statement.

The current state of technology offers access to computerized data files through

three media:

I) online through commercial vendors. The Library already provides access

to hundreds of online data files through several commercial vendors

(DIALOG, 811S, Wilsonline, etc.)
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2) computer tapes and disks. These may be purchased or leased from a

variety of producers'and mounted on local mainframe computers. (At the

present time, the Library has no experience with this format, although

it has the capability of accessing computers in the Library and in

Evans Hall.)

3) optical disks. This electronic format is becoming available for

purchase, and some campus libraries have begun to test and acquire

products.

Strategies for implementing improved access to machine readable data files

on the Berkeley campus include the followirig:

1) developing and maintaining a knowledge of data files, in whatever

electronic format. Each Library selector should be familiar with major

data files in his/her selection area(s) and be able to make referrals

to individuals or
organizations that may provide access.

2; offering access to data files in optical disk formats which are

becoming available on the market in a variety of subject areas, within

budgetary and staff constraints aqd as appropriate. Selectors should

determine needs and make recommendations regarding funding arrangements

(book funds, joint ventures with departments, grants, cost recovery

from users, etc.).

3) designating several campus libraries as initial user sites for MRDFs,

since prohibitive
hardware costs mav prevent many Library units from

buying the equipment necessary to access MROFs in their collection

areas.

4) training staff to be available to provide basic !nstruction.

5) coordinating acquisition of computer tapes and disks requiring

mainframe support wi.h the Academic Computing Center, Division of

Library Automation, or tibrary Systems Office.

6) evaluating costs of dabbases available online through commercial and

other vendors to deterAne whether it is more economical to purchase or

lease the database o, to continue to use it through the vendor.

B. Instructional and General Applications Software

1. Scope

The instructional and general applications
software covered by this policy

includes materials purchased for inclusion in the collections of the Library from

commercial producers, as well as those acquired as gifts or at minimal cost

("freeware" or "shareware"). Ihe policy does not include software purchased

exclusively for staff use.
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2. Collecting Responstbility

a. Instructional Software

(1) Primary Collecting/Collections

The Media Resources Center (MRC) is currently the primary unit in the

Library system involved in acquiring, housing, and providing access to a

collection of instructional software.

The MRC is responsible for
developing a core collection of softwarc to

support curricular and
study needs on campus, with particular mphasis on

undergraduate curricula.
Purchases for this basic level

collection are made

on MRC materials funds.

All fields of study covered by Moffitt's book/serial
collection policy are

appropriate for the HRC's software collection.
Preference is given to

software which is of interest to a broad audience, rather than to more

specialized materials.

The collection of instructional
software supporting more specialized subject

interests is the responsibility of the appropriate Library selector for the

subject area concerned. These materials
should be purchased on the

corresponding Library
book fund, and may be housed in MAC or in the unit

which funds the purchase, if supporting hardware is available. Similarly,

software which accompanies'printed
works acquired for various Library

collections may be housed in either the MRC or in the funding unit, if the

appropriate pnblic access can be provided to these materials.and if they can

be effectively
conserved by the unit.

(2) Course Reserve Software

Access to course reserve materials in machine readable form is currently

provided by several
non-Library units on campus, including the Tolman

Microcomputer Facility and various departmental computing
facilities such as

those administered by the English Department and School of Business

Administration. To the extent
allowed by staff and hardware resources and

license requirements,
MRC will act as a supplementary courseware reserve

unit.

b. General Applications Software

Library units may purchase general applications software for public use only

insofar as the programs support the general collection
development aims of

the unit, and supporting hardware is available to make these materials

publicly available. These materials
should not be purchased on the unit's

monograph or serial book funds. Because of the frequently high cost of

popular applications software and the high investment of staff time and

expertise required to monitor use of such packages,
this type of program
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will not initially be collected by MRC.. In the case of some applications

packages such as word processors and spreadsheet programs, general pub:ic

access is currently provided by established campus facilities, particularly

the Tolman Microcomputer Facility. As the MRC microcomputer services

develop and relations with other campus
computing centers are better

defined, this general policy may'be revised.

c; Documentation

Complete documentation for ',.he scftware acquired should be maintained by the

unit which houses the materials.' In addition, MRC will maintain a

'collection of standard reference works andIvendor catalogs covering these

materials. These resources are
available for use by selectors and the

general public.

Task Force members: Alison HoYard, Optometry (Chair).

Patricia A. Abalos, CollectiJn Development/Reference

Gary Handman, Media kesonrc.es Center

Barbara Kornstein, Education/Psychology

Milt Ternberg, Business/Social Science
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